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ABSTRACT 31 
 32 

A deep understanding of loss mechanisms inside a turbomachine is crucial for the design and analysis 33 

work. By quantifying the various losses generated from different flow mechanisms, a targeted 34 

optimization can be carried out on the blading design. In this paper an evaluation method for 35 

computational fluid dynamics simulations has been developed to quantify the loss generation based on 36 
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entropy production in the flow field. A breakdown of losses caused by different mechanisms (such as skin 37 

friction, secondary flow, tip clearance vortex and shock waves) is achieved by separating the flow field into 38 

different zones. Each zone is defined by the flow physics rather than by geometrical locations or empirical 39 

correlations, which makes the method a more general approach and applicable to different machine types. 40 

The method has been applied to both subsonic and transonic centrifugal compressors, where internal flow 41 

is complex due to the Coriolis acceleration and the curvature effect. An evaluation of loss decomposition is 42 

obtained at various operational conditions. The impact of design modification is also assessed by applying 43 

the same analysis to an optimized design. 44 

1. INTRODUCTION 45 
 46 

To achieve good aerodynamic performance of turbomachines an evaluation of 47 

loss generation inside a blade row is essential. Empirical loss correlations calibrated by 48 

experimental data have been developed in the past and have become the backbone of 49 

the design system. A highly accurate loss prediction is important in the initial design 50 

phase. On the other hand, during the design iterations and optimization work, a detailed 51 

loss analysis is needed to gain better understanding of the complex 3D flow field inside a 52 

blade row. The development of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) enables the 53 

feedback from numerical simulations with the resolution based on mesh elements. Yet, 54 

a loss evaluation methodology needs to be developed, if loss contributions from 55 

different mechanisms or related to different design features are to be quantified. Such 56 

information will greatly help the designers understand the loss generation and identify 57 

the key areas to be improved. In addition, the ever-growing requirement on efficiency, 58 

the demand on operational flexibility, cost reduction and new manufacturing techniques 59 
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all put challenges on the aerodynamic design. To meet these challenging requirements 60 

and to further optimize the performance a systematic loss analysis method is valuable. 61 

In previous studies, it was deduced that loss generation can be measured by 62 

entropy production in an adiabatic machine [1]. The isentropic efficiency is reduced by 63 

irreversible flow processes such as viscous dissipation and heat transfer or 64 

nonequilibrium processes (shock wave, condensation, cavitation, etc.), which all create 65 

entropy. The rate of entropy generation per volume gives a quantitative accounting of 66 

the local entropy production in the flow field [2]. It is particularly advantageous in 67 

combination with CFD simulations where entropy generation rate at the mesh element 68 

level can be extracted from the flow solutions. The local entropy production gives the 69 

designer insight into the performance of a machine and helps identify high loss regions 70 

in a design.  71 

Meanwhile, in order to obtain local entropy generation rate in turbulent flows, 72 

some modeling is needed on small scale eddies without applying Direct Numerical 73 

Simulation (DNS). Such simulations are time-consuming and not practical during daily 74 

design iterations. Previous study by Moore and Moore [2] used the eddy viscosity to 75 

model the turbulent viscous dissipation and temperature fluctuation dissipation.  Kock 76 

and Herwig [3] also investigated the entropy production in turbulence shear flow. The 77 

Reynolds-averaging procedure was extended to the entropy balance equation. They 78 

proposed models for the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation to 79 

calculate entropy generation rate and developed wall functions for entropy production 80 

terms to better represent near wall regions. Jin et al. [4] proposed similar concepts to 81 
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Moore and Moore’s work for calculating the entropy production rate with RANS 82 

simulations based on eddy viscosity hypothesis. More recently, Zhao and Sandberg [5] 83 

compared the entropy generation terms produced by a large-eddy simulation (LES) and 84 

by RANS in a 2D high-pressure turbine vane passage. The biggest difference of the 85 

turbulence production term was found in the wake region. 86 

With the local entropy generation rate per unit volume obtained from the CFD 87 

solution, a ‘loss audit’ in different areas of a blade row is possible. Pullan et al. [6] 88 

applied the analysis to a low aspect ratio turbine nozzle guide vane and highlighted the 89 

areas where the loss reduction has occurred when employing highly aft-loaded design. 90 

Newton et al. [7] conducted the aerodynamic loss audit in a double entry turbocharger 91 

turbine under full admission and partial admission conditions. The distribution of loss 92 

within the turbine is evaluated and compared for each condition. The loss distribution in 93 

the partial admission case was found to be very different to that seen in the full 94 

admission case. Denton and Pullan [8] studied the end-wall loss in a large-scale low-95 

speed turbine cascade using a loss breakdown obtained by integrating the entropy 96 

production rate. The passage flow was divided into different regions and the loss 97 

generated in each region was computed by integration over the volume. Yoon et al. [9] 98 

also tried to carry out a loss audit in an axial turbine stage. Rather than separating the 99 

fluid domain into different regions, they performed a set of ‘numerical experiments’ by 100 

turning off the viscosity on the endwall or on the airfoil. When comparing to the datum 101 

case (including all the viscous effects and leakage flow), the reduction of aerodynamic 102 

loss was used to indicate the loss contribution from each source. 103 
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The breakdown of loss generation is a rather sophisticated subject. The 104 

aforementioned studies either divided the fluid domain by geometrical locations or 105 

turned off certain loss sources through numerical experiments. In an actual 3D flow 106 

field, the streamwise vorticity will develop whenever a moving fluid with a gradient of 107 

the reduced static pressure turns around a bend or rotates about an axis [10]. The 108 

gradients of the reduced static pressure are produced as a result of nonuniform velocity 109 

profile, centrifugal force and Coriolis force [11] [12], which are inevitable in a 110 

turbomachine. The streamwise vorticity will encourage the secondary flow inside a 111 

passage and a passage vortex can develop within the blade row. The interaction 112 

between the secondary flow and the boundary layer flow together with the viscous 113 

dissipation in the passage vortex create significant contribution to the loss generation. 114 

For an axial turbine the endwall loss typically accounts for about 1/3 of the total loss [1]. 115 

The streamwise vortices also create complex 3D flow patterns inside a blade row, which 116 

cannot be depicted by simple geometrical domain separation. For unshrouded blade 117 

rows, the tip leakage flow also forms a vortex and further complicates the flow 118 

structure. These are especially important for centrifugal machines where the effective 119 

aspect ratio is usually low compared to axial machines. The passage vortex and tip 120 

clearance vortex can impact a big portion of the blade span towards the trailing edge. A 121 

simple breakdown of the fluid domain by spanwise or pitchwise position cannot capture 122 

the zones impacted by the vortices with good accuracy. A breakdown methodology 123 

based on flow physics is needed instead.  124 
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Grübel et al. [13] developed a methodology for detailed loss prediction in low 125 

pressure steam turbines. The entropy flux through the cell faces was calculated, instead 126 

of using the rate of entropy generation per volume, to get the local entropy generation. 127 

However, some programing work had to be done to restructure the mesh as an 128 

unstructured solver was used in the numerical simulations. The loss analysis was carried 129 

out on a 2D streamtube extracted from the 3D CFD solution. The streamtube was 130 

separated into different categories using the physical features of the different loss 131 

mechanisms. For example, the boundary layer region was identified by finding the 132 

location where the velocity tangential to the wall reaches 99% of the free stream 133 

velocity. The shock region was identified with the help of a limiting value of the 134 

projection of the density gradient on the normalized velocity vector. By setting up 135 

appropriate limiting criteria they could separate the boundary layer loss, wake mixing 136 

loss and shock loss in the streamtube. In addition, the nonequilibrium thermodynamic 137 

relaxation loss caused by condensation in a low-pressure steam turbine can be 138 

computed using the entropy production rate associated with the release of latent heat 139 

between droplet and vapor temperature. So, the loss due to the irreversible phase 140 

change in the flow field can be taken into account. Sun [14] established the entropy 141 

production equations for cavitation flow. When cavitation occurs the energy exchange 142 

involves latent heat of phase change. The entropy production due to cavitation was 143 

modeled and quantified. The method was demonstrated on a NACA hydrofoil and a 3D 144 

propeller. Recently, Saito et al. [15] evaluated the flow loss generation in a transonic 145 

axial compressor using a large scale detached eddy simulation (DES). They used the 146 
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vortex identification and flow visualization techniques to break down the loss 147 

generation into different categories: boundary layer, wake, shock wave, hub-corner 148 

separation, and tip leakage vortex. The condition for dividing those regions was defined 149 

by the vorticity, normalized helicity, entropy, total pressure, and static pressure. The 150 

loss decomposition for the rotor and stator blade row was obtained for the operating 151 

points at design rotational speed and at 50% design rotational speed. 152 

These previous studies were mainly carried out for axial machines. No systematic 153 

loss breakdown has been carried out for a centrifugal machine using the entropy 154 

generation analysis and with physics-based flow structure identification criteria. In this 155 

paper, a detailed loss analysis method has been developed for centrifugal compressors. 156 

The loss generation is calculated from the rate of entropy generation in turbulent flow. 157 

A breakdown of losses caused by different mechanisms (shock waves, skin friction, 158 

secondary flow and tip clearance vortex) is achieved by separating the flow field into 159 

different zones. The separation is defined by the physical parameters rather than by 160 

geometrical locations or empirical correlations. The method has been applied to a 161 

subsonic, and a transonic, centrifugal compressor, where the internal flow is complex 162 

and the secondary flow is strong due to Coriolis acceleration and the meridional 163 

curvature effect. The evaluation of the loss generation is done for both design and off-164 

design conditions. It is also conducted on optimized designs to show the impact of 165 

design modifications. 166 

 167 
2. PAPER OUTLINE 168 

 169 
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The layout of the paper is as follows. The entropy generation rate which is used 170 

to calculate the local loss production is discussed first for turbulent flow. The equations 171 

are formed for RANS simulations, which are employed for the CFD studies in this work. 172 

Secondly the loss breakdown criteria for each category including shock waves, skin 173 

friction, secondary flow and tip clearance vortex are described in detail. The next section 174 

introduces the CFD setup and validation. The simulation results for both the subsonic 175 

compressor and transonic compressor are compared to test data. A mesh sensitivity 176 

study has been carried out with an emphasis on the prediction for entropy generation. 177 

Then the detailed loss analysis on both machines is conducted and, in both cases, a 178 

design optimized with a 3D inverse design method [16] [17] has been analyzed for 179 

comparison. Finally, conclusions are drawn on the results and further discussion on how 180 

to extend/improve the method is provided. 181 

 182 
3. LOSS ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 183 

 184 

The entropy equation can be deduced from the conservation of momentum and 185 

energy equation combined with the fundamental thermodynamic equation: 186 

�̇� = 𝜏 +          (1) 187 

�̇�  is the entropy generation rate per volume. It has the unit of Watt/(m3K). k is 188 

thermal conductivity. It is assumed that the system is adiabatic and there is no heat 189 

source such as combustion or radiation. The first term on the right-hand side is due to 190 

viscous effect. The second term is the contribution from heat flux. Fourier’s law is 191 
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assumed for the heat conduction. When applying Reynolds averaging to the system, the 192 

two terms can be decomposed into the mean flow and fluctuation parts [3]: 193 

�̇� = �̇� , + �̇� , + �̇� , ̅ + �̇� ,     (2) 194 

�̇� , = 𝜏̅               (3) 195 

�̇� , = 𝜏                (4) 196 

�̇� , ̅ =                (5) 197 

�̇� , =               (6) 198 

�̇� ,  and �̇� , ̅ can be calculated directly from the mean flow variables. �̇� ,  199 

and �̇� ,  contain the turbulent fluctuation terms, which cannot be calculated directly 200 

from RANS solutions. Using eddy viscosity to model the turbulent viscous dissipation 201 

and assuming the effect of turbulence on heat transfer can be approximated in a similar 202 

way [2], the fluctuation terms can be expressed as: 203 

�̇� , ≅ 𝜏̅               (7) 204 

�̇� , ≅               (8) 205 

𝑘 =                    (9) 206 

Turbulent Prandtl number 𝑃𝑟  is assumed to be 1. With these approximations, all 207 

four terms can be calculated with RANS solution under eddy viscosity hypothesis. In an 208 

adiabatic system without significant temperature variation the entropy generation 209 
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terms associated with heat flux are generally much smaller than those from viscous 210 

dissipation.  211 

Once the entropy generation rate per volume has been computed from the CFD 212 

solutions, the local entropy production information will be available for each mesh 213 

element. Integrating over volume will give the entropy production rate in a region. The 214 

next step is to divide the computational domain into different regions that account for 215 

different mechanisms of loss generation.   216 

 217 
3.1 Shock Losses 218 
 219 

To identify the zones where shock waves are formed, the projection of the 220 

density gradient on the normalized velocity vector is calculated [13]:  221 

𝜀 = ∇𝜌 ∙
𝒖

|𝒖|
                (10) 222 

𝜀 < 0 represents an expansion and 𝜀 > 0 represents a compression. By setting 223 

up a limiting value of 𝜀 the non-isentropic compression waves can be filtered out from 224 

the flow field. Elements which satisfy this criterion will be attributed to ‘shock zone’. 225 

The volume integration of the entropy generation rate will give the entropy created by 226 

shock waves and therefore the losses produced. The limiting value should be 227 

determined with the help of flow visualization. In this study a value of 30 kg/m4 is 228 

adopted. 229 

 230 
3.2 Boundary Layer Losses 231 
 232 
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Within the boundary layer, the rate of entropy generation per unit volume (due 233 

to viscous effects) can be simplified using scale analysis [1] to the expression given in 234 

equation 11: 235 

�̇� , = 𝜏               (11) 236 

Where y is the direction perpendicular to the boundary layer stream tube. For 237 

most boundary layers, the flow velocity changes rapidly near the wall surface, hence 238 

most of the entropy generation is concentrated in the inner part of the boundary layer. 239 

For turbulent boundary layers, the near wall velocity gradient is steep and consequently 240 

the entropy production rate has a high value near the wall. 241 

Dawes [18] studied the breakdown of the entropy generation in a turbulent 242 

boundary layer. The results showed 50% of the loss is generated between the wall and 243 

the edge of the sublayer at 𝑦 + ~10 and 90% of the loss is generated between the wall 244 

and the edge of the logarithmic zone at 𝑦 + ~30. 245 

This high entropy production rate region in the boundary layer can be identified 246 

by the high turbulence eddy dissipation near the wall surface. An experimental study 247 

conducted at a Reynolds number (based on boundary layer thickness) of 4230 shows 248 

that turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate grows rapidly where 𝑦 + is below 30 249 

(shown in Figure 1, [19]). 250 

 251 
3.3 Secondary Flow Losses 252 
 253 

The secondary flow loss is difficult to predict well by empirical correlations. 3D 254 

numerical simulations provide better accuracy in capturing the main flow structure 255 
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inside a blade row. This is particularly important to centrifugal compressors, where flow 256 

within the impeller is always highly three dimensional. As described by Zangeneh [11], 257 

the axial to radial bend induces strong secondary flow, transporting low momentum 258 

fluid from hub to shroud on both the suction and pressure surface of the blade. 259 

Pressure-to-suction surface secondary flow in the end wall is also triggered by the 260 

tangential component of the Coriolis acceleration. In the purely radial part of the 261 

impeller strong blade to blade secondary flow is formed. As a result, the high-entropy, 262 

low momentum fluid concentrates at the suction surface near the shroud, which forms 263 

the well-known jet-wake structure at the exit of the impeller. 264 

The first measurements using laser anemometry by Eckardt [20] [21] provided 265 

important information on the flow structures inside centrifugal compressor impellers. 266 

Eckardt showed that the secondary flow pattern can be extracted from the measured 267 

velocity field inside the passage. The measurements in Eckardt’s work also provided a 268 

high-quality data set for numerical method verification. Previous studies [22][23] 269 

showed that the flow structures measured by Eckardt can be captured well by 3D 270 

viscous CFD simulations. 271 

Since the secondary flow is caused by the vorticity in the flow field and evolves 272 

into a secondary flow vortex in the passage, it is rational to use vortex identification 273 

techniques to separate the secondary flow from the mainstream flow. The Q-Criterion 274 

(the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor) is used in this work to identify the 275 

vortex zone in the passage flow. 276 
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The velocity gradient tensor 𝐷 =  can be decomposed into a symmetric and 277 

a skew-symmetric part: 278 

𝐷 = 𝑆 + 𝛺              (12) 279 

Where 𝑆 = +  and 𝛺 = − . 𝑆  is the rate-of-strain tensor 280 

and 𝛺  is the vorticity tensor. 281 

The characteristic equation for ∇𝑢 is written as: 282 

𝜆 + 𝑃𝜆 + 𝑄𝜆 + 𝑅 = 0        (13) 283 

Where P, Q and R are the three invariants of the velocity gradient tensor. 284 

The Q-criterion is derived based on the second invariant Q in Equation 13. Using 285 

the decomposition, it can be expressed as: 286 

𝑄 = (‖𝛺‖ − ‖𝑆‖ )          (14) 287 

The Q-criterion defines vortices as the area where the vorticity magnitude is 288 

greater than the magnitude of the rate of strain. 𝑄 > 0 represents the existence of a 289 

vortex. The value of Q can be used to visualize and separate vortex structures in the 290 

flow field. 291 

 292 
3.4 Tip Leakage Losses 293 
 294 

In an unshrouded compressor the pressure difference between pressure side 295 

and suction side will drive flow over the blade tip and form a tip leakage vortex. In the 296 

potential theory the flow around an airfoil can be obtained from a potential vortex 297 

superposed on a parallel flow. According to Helmholtz’s vortex law, a vortex line in 298 
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inviscid flows cannot end at the blade tip. A vortex filament is shed from the blade tip in 299 

the main flow direction. The vorticity of the blade tip vortex can be linked to the blade 300 

force and therefore the blade loading through Kutta-Joukowski theorem and Stokes’ 301 

theorem. In an actual flow field, viscous effects will take place in the vortex, and the 302 

mixing of the leakage vortex flow and the mainstream flow also create aerodynamic 303 

loss. 304 

The interaction between the leakage flow and the secondary flow can be strong 305 

in the rear part of the impeller suction surface. The ‘wake’ flow will mix with the fluid 306 

flowing over the blade tip. Therefore, the two vortices are difficult to separate. In fact, 307 

some methods do not distinguish the leakage loss from the secondary flow loss.  308 

The Q-criterion can pick up the vortices in the impeller passage but cannot tell 309 

the difference between secondary flow and tip leakage flow. In this work the two were 310 

further separated by the turbulence kinetic energy and by the absolute helicity. Helicity 311 

is defined as the dot product of velocity vector and vorticity vector. 312 

𝐻 = (∇ × 𝒖) ∙ 𝒖            (15) 313 

The tip leakage vortex filament is roughly in the main flow direction and tends to 314 

have higher absolute helicity compared to the secondary flow vortex. A limiting value 315 

with the magnitude of 106 m/s2 is used in the work. Meanwhile, the turbulence kinetic 316 

energy within the tip leakage vortex also tends to be higher than the passage vortex 317 

[24]. Combining these two criteria and with the help of flow visualization the tip leakage 318 

vortex zone can be separated from the secondary flow vortex in the fluid domain. 319 
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Using the aforementioned criteria, it is possible to divide the impeller passage 320 

into different zones. To avoid overlapping and losses in some region being counted 321 

more than once, each zone will exclude the mesh elements already fit into another 322 

criteria. The division was conducted first for shocks and then boundary flow as the flow 323 

structures in these two categories are relatively easy to identify. After that the 324 

secondary flow, and last, tip leakage flow was extracted from the domain. 325 

 326 
4. NUMERICAL SETUP AND VALIDATION 327 
 328 

The methodology will be demonstrated in two centrifugal compressors. A 329 

validation of the numerical method was conducted first by comparing the CFD results to 330 

the test data available for the two compressors. 331 

The first example is the widely known Eckardt’s impeller ‘A’ [21]. The first laser 332 

measurements by Eckardt were carried out on a radial centrifugal compressor, which 333 

was known as Eckardt’s impeller ‘0’. The same shroud shape was used for impeller ‘A’. 334 

The blade shape from inducer to 80 percent of the outlet radius is also the same as 335 

impeller ‘0'. Towards the trailing edge the blade was modified to have 30-degrees 336 

backsweep and the hub contour was moved outwards. The key geometrical information 337 

is listed in Table 1. 338 

This impeller is not the most advanced design but it has been extensively studied 339 

and used to verify modeling methods [22][23][25]. The impeller flow is subsonic under 340 

most conditions. For the design point condition of 14000 rpm and a mass flow of 5.31 341 
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kg/s, the inlet tip relative Mach number is 0.683 and the outlet Reynolds number is 342 

6.12x105.   343 

ANSYS CFX (19.2) is used in all the CFD simulations in this work. It uses an 344 

element-based finite volume method and a pressure-based coupled solver approach. 345 

The solution variables and fluid properties are stored at the nodes (mesh vertices). A tri-346 

linear element shape function is employed to interpolate the diffusion term and a 347 

linear-linear interpolation shape function is used for the pressure gradient terms. A 348 

high-resolution advection (2nd order accuracy) is used with the SST turbulence model. 349 

As discussed before, the near wall entropy generation is high, especially where 𝑦 + is 350 

below 10. In the k-ε turbulence model wall functions were developed for the near wall 351 

region but those wall functions were not designed for the entropy production terms. 352 

The entropy generation near the wall can be seriously underpredicted using k-ε 353 

turbulence model with wall functions. Kock and Herwig [3] developed special wall 354 

functions for the entropy production terms. But they were not implemented in 355 

commercial CFD tools. Instead, the SST turbulence model is employed in this work and 356 

no wall functions are needed. A structured mesh is used for the compressor passage 357 

with a resolution of 𝑦+< 3. So, the near wall region entropy generation can be properly 358 

captured. 359 

The CFD calculations are performed on the single passage domain under the 360 

single-phase steady state assumption. The working fluid is air ideal gas. Total pressure 361 

and total temperature are specified at the domain inlet with the flow direction normal 362 

to the inlet plane. Massflow rate is specified at the domain outlet. Near choke 363 
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conditions, static pressure is specified at the outlet. A rotational periodic boundary 364 

condition is specified in the circumferential direction. For the wall surface, a no-slip wall 365 

boundary condition is specified with a smooth wall assumption. 366 

The computational domain and impeller mesh used in the study are shown in 367 

Figure 2. A frozen-rotor method is used at the interface between the rotating domain 368 

(impeller) and the stationary domains (inlet block and downstream vaneless diffuser). 369 

Figure 3 shows the CFD predicted pressure ratio (total to total) versus corrected 370 

massflow in comparison with the experimental measurements (the experimental data 371 

was extracted from the performance map plot in [25]). The outlet total pressure is taken 372 

at the same radial position (R/R2=1.69) as in the experimental work. Good agreement is 373 

obtained between the measured performance and the CFD predicted speedlines at 374 

12,000 rpm, 14,000 rpm and 16,000 rpm. Towards the stall side the steady state CFD 375 

simulation tends to underpredict the stall margin, especially at high rotational speeds. 376 

There could be local unsteadiness in the flow field caused by separation or shock waves, 377 

before a rotating stall or a deep surge was triggered. The steady state simulation 378 

doesn’t capture such unsteadiness. Also, the periodic flow assumption which enables 379 

the use of single passage domain may not be valid at low flow rate conditions. The CFD 380 

prediction gives slightly higher pressure ratio at high flow rate. In the experimental work 381 

a throttle ring was mounted near the outlet of the diffuser [20], which was used to 382 

eliminate the distortion from downstream of the vaneless diffuser. This is not modeled 383 

in the CFD study and can cause some difference. Overall, the numerical prediction 384 

matches the measured performance quite well at all three rotational speeds. 385 
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The mesh used in the speedline calculation was arrived at after a mesh 386 

sensitivity study. The total entropy generation rate in the impeller can be achieved from 387 

volume integration over the impeller domain: 388 

�̇� = ∫ �̇� 𝑑𝑉          (16) 389 

A coarse, medium, medium fine and a fine mesh were tested at 14000 rpm and 390 

5.31 kg/s. Table 2 shows the size of the different meshes and the calculated entropy 391 

generation rate in the impeller. As mentioned before, for an adequate calculation of the 392 

near wall entropy generation, a high resolution of the boundary layer is required. As 393 

such, 𝑦 + is kept small for all mesh levels. It can be observed that as the mesh is refined 394 

the predicted entropy generation rate increases. The result of the ‘medium fine’ mesh 395 

converges to that of the ‘fine’ mesh.  396 

In Figure 4 the entropy generation rate is normalized by the value from the fine 397 

mesh prediction. It shows the difference between the ‘medium fine’ mesh result and 398 

the ‘fine’ mesh result is less than 1%. The ‘medium fine’ mesh was chosen for the 399 

speedline simulations considering the balance between the accuracy and the 400 

computational resource. 401 

The same study has been done for the second compressor. It is a high pressure 402 

ratio transonic centrifugal compressor with splitter blades [26] [27]. The impeller was 403 

denoted as SRV2AB. Performance measurements and laser measurements along the 404 

impeller passage were carried out in previous experimental work. The key geometrical 405 

information is listed in Table 3. For the design point condition of 50000 rpm and a mass 406 
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flow of 2.71 kg/s, the inlet tip relative Mach number is 1.34 and the outlet Reynolds 407 

number is 8.3x105. 408 

The numerical study setup is the same as what was used for the Eckardt impeller 409 

A. The computational domain consists of an inlet block, the rotating impeller domain 410 

and the stationary vaneless diffuser domain. The results are compared to test data in 411 

Figure 5. The predicted pressure ratio is compared to the measured value at two 412 

different rotational speeds: 40,000 rpm and 50,000 rpm. The general agreement 413 

between the CFD results and test data is good. Again, the steady state CFD 414 

underpredicts the stall margin, especially at high rotational speeds. The choke margin is 415 

slightly higher compared to the test data. 416 

A mesh sensitivity study has also been carried out (at 40,000 rpm and 2.4 kg/s) 417 

for SRV2AB impeller for 5 different mesh densities. The results are shown in Table 4 and 418 

Figure 6. Again, as the mesh is refined the predicted value of the entropy generation 419 

rate in the impeller domain converges. It is obvious that with the coarse mesh and a 𝑦 + 420 

higher than 20 the entropy generation rate cannot be accurately captured. On the other 421 

hand, the predicted pressure ratio is less dependent on the mesh density and the near 422 

wall resolution. All the meshes give a pressure ratio within 2% difference compared to 423 

the ‘very fine’ mesh data. The ‘fine’ mesh predicts the entropy generation rate with 424 

2.3% difference compared to the ‘very fine’ mesh. The speedline studies are carried out 425 

with this mesh level to maintain the accuracy with a modest computational time. 426 

After the validation of the numerical simulations, a detailed loss analysis using 427 

the methodology introduced in the previous section is conducted for both compressors. 428 
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The results will also be compared to an optimized design in both cases. The impact of 429 

design optimization can be analyzed through an entropy generation study. 430 

 431 
5. SUBSONIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 432 
 433 

The flow field measurement by Eckardt was mainly carried out at 14,000 rpm. 434 

The loss analysis is carried out at the same rotational speed. The domain analyzed is the 435 

impeller passage. TE wake mixing loss and the diffuser loss are not part of the current 436 

study. 437 

Since the Eckardt impeller A is functioning under subsonic flow conditions, little 438 

loss is expected from the irreversible shock wave. In fact, only a small region at the 439 

impeller LE near the shroud has a slightly higher Mach number. Towards high flow rate 440 

conditions this region is more visible as the inlet velocity is increased. Figure 7 shows the 441 

zone picked up by the shock wave identification method at the highest flow rate on the 442 

speedline (6.73 kg/s). The passage was copied several times along the annulus to show 443 

the flow details. It can be seen from the blade-to-blade view (Figure 7, right) that only a 444 

small region at the pressure side near LE has Mach number over 1.0. At this flow rate 445 

there is some negative incidence at the blade leading edge and the shock wave happens 446 

at the pressure side. The volume shown in Figure 7 left picked up the mesh elements 447 

near this region and it is identified as ‘shock zone’. In the tip clearance part, there is also 448 

small region that is picked up by this criterion. But overall, the shock wave is not 449 

prominent in the flow field. 450 
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The boundary layer zone is mainly detected by the near wall high turbulence 451 

eddy dissipation. Figure 8 shows the regions identified as the boundary layer below 452 

midspan in the impeller passage. The thin blue zone in Figure 8 (left) is near the blade 453 

surface and at the hub. It is separated from the fluid domain by limiting the turbulence 454 

eddy dissipation value. The turbulence eddy dissipation at mid span is shown on a 455 

blade-to-blade view in Figure 8, right. It is obvious that the near wall region has a high 456 

value compared to the mainstream flow. It can also be observed that near the hub, part 457 

of the area is not picked up by the boundary layer identification. This is because the 458 

endwall vortex is acting on that specific area hence it is categorized as part of the 459 

secondary flow zone rather than the boundary layer zone. From the blade-to-blade view 460 

it can also be observed that the boundary layer grows more rapidly on the suction 461 

surface of the impeller blade and it has slightly a thicker boundary layer than the 462 

pressure surface. 463 

To find the secondary flow zone in the impeller passage vortex identification 464 

techniques are used, together with flow visualization. Figure 9 (upper) shows the 465 

contour plot of velocity variant Q (the passage was copied several times along the 466 

annulus to show the flow structure). The area with high vorticity is highlighted by red. 467 

The 3D streamlines (Figure 9, middle) show that strong secondary flow develops inside 468 

the passage moving the fluid from hub to shroud. Both suction and pressure surfaces 469 

have flow going to the shroud. At the trailing edge a large high entropy vortex is formed 470 

near the shroud. The elements belonging to the secondary flow structure are captured 471 

and separated from the main flow (Figure 9, lower). It can also be seen that near the 472 
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blade leading edge the horseshoe vortex and the endwall vortex are also picked up by 473 

this criterion. 474 

The last category is tip leakage loss. As mentioned before, it is separated from 475 

other vortices in the passage by the absolute helicity and turbulence kinetic energy. The 476 

result is shown in Figure 10. The tip flow moves from pressure side to suction side, over 477 

the blade tip and propagates towards the adjacent blade. The tip leakage zone captured 478 

and separated this flow structure from the rest of the passage. 479 

The demonstration on Eckardt impeller A shows the flow field has been 480 

decomposed into different regions by the criteria used. Each region captured the flow 481 

that accounts for a certain type of loss. By integrating the entropy generation rate per 482 

volume over these zones, the loss created by each flow feature can be quantified.  483 

Firstly, the total entropy generation rate is computed for the impeller passage at 484 

various flow rates. The contribution from the four terms in Equation 2 (�̇� , ,  �̇� ,  , 485 

�̇� , ̅  , and �̇� , ) are shown on a stacking plot in Figure 11. They are denoted as 486 

‘Meanflow Viscous’, ‘Turbulence Viscous’, ‘Meanflow Heat Flux’, and ‘Turbulence Heat 487 

Flux’ term respectively. They are calculated from volume integration over the impeller 488 

domain. It is apparent that most entropy generation is associated with the viscous 489 

dissipation occurring due to the turbulence fluctuations. It contributes to over 75% of 490 

the total entropy generation. The viscous dissipation from mean flow also creates a 491 

considerable portion of entropy generation, whereas the heat flux terms have little 492 

contribution. The entropy generation from heat flux of the mean flow is negligible 493 
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compared to other terms. Towards high flow rate conditions, the overall entropy 494 

generation increases with each term progressively producing more entropy.   495 

Figure 12 shows the breakdown of entropy generation based on the fluid zones 496 

identified by different mechanisms. The decomposition is also plotted against the 497 

corrected massflow. As expected, the boundary layer zone produces more entropy at 498 

high flow rate since the velocity close to the wall is relatively high. The secondary flow 499 

also contributes towards a large portion of the overall entropy generation. At high flow 500 

rate conditions, it produces more than a third of the total entropy generation. The tip 501 

leakage flow produces similar portion of entropy generation in comparison to the 502 

secondary flow and the boundary layer flow. It also increases slightly at high flow rate 503 

conditions. The entropy generated by the shock wave is negligible except at the highest 504 

flow rate (shown in Figure 7). The sum of the entropy generation from the four 505 

categories has the same distribution as in Figure 11. In fact, over 90% of the total loss is 506 

captured by these categories. There is some remaining passage loss in the part of the 507 

passage flow not covered by the 4 categories discussed. 508 

 509 
5.1 Design Optimization 510 
 511 

After the loss analysis on the flow field of the Eckardt impeller A was obtained, 512 

an optimization was carried out with a 3D inverse design tool TURBOdesign1 [28]. The 513 

inverse design method uses a 3D inviscid flow solver and can be used for both 514 

compressible and incompressible flow. It has been applied to compressors and pump 515 

designs extensively. The solver solves the blade geometry and 3D inviscid flow field 516 
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iteratively. The converged solution compares well with CFD results. The theory of the 517 

method was introduced in the early work by Zangeneh [16] [17] and Hawthorne [29]. 518 

The advantage of the inverse design method is that the blade geometry is controlled by 519 

the aerodynamic inputs (blade loading) which can be used to control the flow behavior. 520 

Figure 13 shows the required blade loading parameters to generate the blade 521 

geometry. The circumferentially averaged bound circulation 𝑟𝑉  is normalized by the 522 

impeller outlet tip radius and speed. The meridional derivative of the normalized value 523 

(𝑟V∗) is used to specify the loading. Three segments (two parabolic curves and a linear 524 

line connecting the two) are used on the hub and shroud streamlines. Four parameters 525 

(NC, ND, SLOPE and DRVTLE) are needed to define a loading curve. The value of DRVTLE 526 

(𝜕 𝑟V∗ /𝜕𝑚 at the leading edge) affects the blade incidence and the peak efficiency 527 

point of the design. In addition, the stacking condition can be specified at a chordwise 528 

location. It is introduced by specifying variation of wrap angle from hub to shroud at one 529 

quasi-orthogonal location (usually taken at trailing edge for centrifugal impellers). This 530 

adds one additional parameter to control the spanwise pressure field. Therefore, it is 531 

possible to use only 9 parameters to define a complex 3D blade shape.    532 

Once the solver converges on a solution the pressure and velocity distribution on 533 

the blade surface will be available. Since the inverse design solver converges on a single 534 

core within a few seconds, it can be coupled to an optimizer to explore the design space 535 

quickly. The parameterization by blade loading reduces the degree of freedom to 536 

describe a blade geometry, yet without a sacrifice of design space’s exploration. The 537 

optimization work on Eckardt impeller is carried out within TURBOdesign Suite [30] 538 
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using its embedded genetic optimizer (TDOptima). A direct multi-objective genetic 539 

algorithm optimization is conducted.  540 

As shown in Figure 12, the boundary layer friction and secondary flow produce 541 

the major portion of total loss. Therefore, the objectives are set to minimize the profile 542 

loss and the secondary flow factor. The profile loss factor is computed from the 543 

integration of the cube of the blade surface velocity predicted by the inverse design 544 

code. Previous work [1] shows that the entropy generation on the blade surface is 545 

largely proportional to this value: 546 

�̇� = ∫ 𝑑𝑥           (17) 547 

The secondary flow factor is characterized by the loading difference between the 548 

hub and shroud. It is related to the hub-to-shroud motion of fluid [11]. It is calculated in 549 

the inverse design code by using the velocity difference (downstream of 50% 550 

streamwise location) between the hub and the shroud of the blade. Two constraints are 551 

set to rule out invalid designs. The throat variation range is set to about 2.0% of the 552 

baseline value and the diffusion ratio (maximum relative velocity on the blade surface 553 

divided by the relative velocity at the trailing edge) is constrained to avoid flow 554 

separation. Table 5 summarizes the range of the input parameters as well as the 555 

constraints and objectives used in the optimization. 556 

In total, 1178 feasible inverse design solutions have been generated. The results 557 

are plotted in Figure 14. It is obvious that minimizing profile loss and minimizing 558 

secondary flow are contrasting objectives and a Pareto front of the two objectives can 559 
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be observed. From the Pareto front a final design (marked by the black bubble) is 560 

selected. It is denoted as the optimized design. 561 

The loading distributions of the optimized design are shown in Figure 15. It can 562 

be seen that the hub is very aft-loaded. In addition, stacking is also applied in the 563 

optimized design, with the hub wrap angle leading the shroud wrap angle by 5 degrees. 564 

This type of loading and stacking distribution have proven to be effective in suppressing 565 

the secondary flow in centrifugal machines [11]. This is attributed to the minimization of 566 

the loading difference between hub and shroud at the second half of the meridional 567 

distance. The reduced static pressure difference between the hub and shroud (which is 568 

the driving force of the hub-to-shroud secondary flow) is therefore minimized. 569 

Figure 16 shows the performance prediction (at 14,000 rpm) for the optimized 570 

design by CFD analysis. It uses the same numerical setup as described for the Eckardt 571 

impeller A. As the loss analysis is done in impeller domain only the impeller 572 

performance (shown in Figure 16) was calculated at the impeller outlet. The loss from 573 

downstream vaneless diffuser is not included. The comparison shows that the optimized 574 

design delivers similar pressure ratio across different flowrate conditions. The efficiency 575 

of the impeller is improved at the design point (5.31 kg/s) and lower flow rate. Towards 576 

high flow rate condition, the efficiency drops slightly compared to the original design. 577 

This can be improved by increasing the throat value of the optimized design to better 578 

match the Eckardt impeller A choke margin. 579 

The entropy generation rate by each production term is shown on a stacking plot 580 

in Figure 17. It can be observed that the total entropy generation rate is reduced at the 581 
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design condition and lower flowrates compared to Figure 11. The minimum of the total 582 

entropy generation rate corresponds to the peak efficiency point in Figure 16. The 583 

reverse of the entropy generation rate resembles the efficiency characteristics. 584 

Figure 18 shows the breakdown of entropy generation for the optimized design. 585 

Compared to Figure 12 the boundary layer zone produces similar entropy. The main 586 

reduction of entropy generation is from the secondary flow and the tip leakage flow. 587 

Apart from the highest flow rate condition the entropy generated by shocks is not 588 

obvious. 589 

At the design point 5.31kg/s the entropy generation breakdown is compared 590 

between the two designs (Figure 19). It can be seen that the reduction in secondary flow 591 

loss leads to the overall lower entropy generation rate for the optimized design. The 592 

very aft-loaded hub and stacking at the blade trailing edge have effectively suppressed 593 

the secondary flow. 594 

Figure 20 shows the contour plot of velocity variant Q in the passage of the 595 

optimized design (at 5.31 kg/s). Compared to Figure 9 (upper) the high vorticity area 596 

(highlighted by red) at the trailing edge of the impeller is greatly reduced. The reduction 597 

of vortices in the passage (especially near the shroud) results in less loss created by 598 

secondary flow and the tip leakage vortex. This is consistent with the reduced entropy 599 

generation rate by secondary flow and by tip leakage shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19. 600 

In addition, the improvement on the impeller existing flow also reduces the loss in the 601 

vaneless diffuser domain. At the vaneless diffuser outlet the peak efficiency of the 602 

optimized design is about 1.6% higher than the Eckardt impeller A. 603 
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Towards the choke condition, entropy generation in secondary flow grows 604 

rapidly in Figure 18. Besides, it is noticed that the shock loss is increased. This is due to 605 

the higher local Mach number. The stronger shock wave also induces strong loss in 606 

secondary flow, which contributes to the drop of efficiency.   607 

The demonstration and analysis on Eckardt impeller and optimized design show 608 

that the proposed methodology well captures the losses under different flow 609 

conditions. It can also pick up the influence from design optimization. Using the analysis 610 

through entropy generation rate, a good understanding of the loss mechanism inside 611 

the impeller can be achieved, which helps to carry out targeted performance 612 

optimization. 613 

 614 
6. TRANSONIC CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR 615 
 616 

The same loss breakdown analysis was carried out for both the SRV2AB impeller 617 

and its TURBOdesign1 optimized design. For high-pressure-ratio centrifugal 618 

compressors, the inlet relative Mach number near the shroud is high. It becomes 619 

supersonic and strong shock waves can form at the blade inducer if not designed 620 

carefully. Thus, the optimization needs to take into consideration the shock loss as well 621 

as other losses. This makes the design more complex compared to subsonic 622 

compressors. The optimized design was produced by Zangeneh et al. [31]. It shows a 2-623 

2.5% improvement of stage efficiency at different rotational speeds. The optimized 624 

design uses a strongly aft-loaded hub and mildly aft-loaded shroud (Figure 21). It 625 
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provides a good compromise between suppression of secondary flow and decreasing 626 

the shock losses. 627 

The detailed comparison between the original SRV2AB and the optimized design 628 

can be found in [31]. Again, the loss analysis is done for the impeller domain only. The 629 

impeller performance curves for the two designs are plotted in Figure 22. The loss from 630 

the downstream vaneless diffuser is not included. It can be seen that the optimized 631 

design has similar pressure ratio to the original design over a range of operating 632 

conditions. The choke margin also matches the original SRV2AB design closely. The 633 

efficiency of the optimized design is around 2% higher than the original SRV2AB 634 

impeller. 635 

The entropy generation of both designs was extracted to better understand the 636 

impact of design modification and to quantify the change in different loss contributions. 637 

Figure 23 shows the comparison of entropy generation rate at 40,000 rpm between the 638 

SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design. The same as shown in Figure 11, most 639 

entropy generation is created by the viscous dissipation from the turbulence fluctuation. 640 

The viscous dissipation from mean flow creates another major portion of entropy 641 

generation. The heat flux terms have little contribution. Towards off-design conditions 642 

the overall entropy generation increases, which corresponds to the efficiency drop seen 643 

on the speedline (Figure 22). It is also clearly demonstrated that the optimized design 644 

reduces the entropy generation rate at all conditions, which is in agreement with the 645 

overall higher efficiency observed in Figure 22.   646 

 647 
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The breakdown of entropy generation by different mechanisms is shown in 648 

Figure 24. Similar to the Eckardt impeller A analysis the entropy generation in boundary 649 

layer increases with massflow. The shock loss however is not negligible in both the 650 

SRV2AB impeller and its optimized design. The shock loss also increases with massflow 651 

as the flow Mach number is increased. The optimized design reduces the shock loss 652 

towards the choke condition. But the major reduction of entropy generation is from the 653 

secondary flow. The optimized design significantly reduces the secondary flow loss, 654 

especially towards high flow rate conditions. Since secondary flow contributes a large 655 

portion of the overall entropy generation, suppressing the secondary flow in the 656 

impeller passage effectively improves the efficiency. The tip leakage flow also produces 657 

an important portion of entropy generation but the change with massflow is not very 658 

big. 659 

Figure 25 shows the breakdown of entropy generation by difference mechanisms 660 

at 50,000 rpm. Compared to Figure 24 the overall entropy generation level is almost 661 

twice the value at 40,000 rpm. In addition, the shock loss is much higher at high 662 

rotational speed. The optimized design reduces the shock loss visibly at all flowrates. 663 

The secondary flow is also greatly reduced by the design optimization. Both contribute 664 

to the improvement of efficiency shown in Figure 22.  665 

At the design point 2.7kg/s the entropy generation breakdown is compared 666 

between the two designs (Figure 26). It is evident that the strongly aft-loaded hub and 667 

mid aft-loaded shroud loading distribution for the main blade has effectively suppressed 668 

the secondary flow. Meanwhile the shock loss is also reduced.   669 
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The shock zone captured by the identification method is shown in Figure 27. It 670 

can be seen that near the leading edge the shock zone is reduced from mid-span to hub 671 

in the case of the optimized design. This is due to the reduced loading at the hub and 672 

mid-span in the inducer area. 673 

The analysis on SRV2AB impeller and optimized design shows that for transonic 674 

centrifugal compressors it is important to suppress the shock wave. The proposed 675 

method captures the shock loss and the change in its magnitude as a result of design 676 

optimization. By using careful loading control, it is possible to limit both shock wave loss 677 

and secondary flow loss. These can lead to considerable improvement in performance. 678 

 679 
7. CONCLUSION 680 

 681 

In this paper a loss evaluation method is developed to quantify the loss creation 682 

based on entropy generation. The breakdown of different loss mechanisms is obtained 683 

by separating the fluid domain into different zones. The underlying flow physics for the 684 

flow decomposition are discussed. The method is demonstrated on two centrifugal 685 

compressor examples. The entropy generation rate from each loss mechanism is 686 

extracted from the flow field under various operating conditions. For the subsonic 687 

compressor (Eckardt impeller A) an optimization is carried out based on the loss analysis 688 

results. It shows by suppressing the passage secondary flow and limiting the blade 689 

profile loss the impeller peak efficiency can be improved. For the transonic compressor 690 

(SRV2AB) the suppression of shock loss as well as the secondary flow loss improves the 691 

efficiency considerably. The entropy generation analysis enables the designers to get a 692 
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good understanding of the loss mechanisms inside the impeller. With the knowledge of 693 

the loss decomposition, it is possible to carry out targeted optimization using the 694 

inverse design method, which can control the flow field of a specific design through 695 

blade loading distribution. 696 

 697 
8. FUTURE WORK 698 

 699 

The methodology developed has been applied to two centrifugal compressors of 700 

different scales and speeds. The loss breakdown and flow decomposition are done with 701 

the help of flow visualization. To make the approach more automatic the criteria used to 702 

separate the fluid domain can be linked to some flow parameters. For example, the 703 

threshold of turbulence eddy dissipation may be related to the Reynolds number of the 704 

impeller flow. The helicity and turbulence kinetic energy used to separate the tip 705 

leakage vortex flow can be linked to the blade loading and tip gap dimension etc. The 706 

modified Rossby number (a measure of centrifugal force to Coriolis force) may be used 707 

to estimate the limiting value used in the secondary flow criteria.  708 

The current work focuses on the analysis of entropy generation in the impeller 709 

domain. The diffuser domain loss analysis was outside the scope of the current work. 710 

However, extending the methodology to the diffuser domain can be very helpful since 711 

diffuser generally contributes towards a larger portion of the overall loss in a 712 

compressor stage. Compared to the impeller the diffuser is quite often a less efficient 713 

component. The improvement of diffuser design can significantly benefit the stage 714 

performance. 715 
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Finally, the proposed method can be used to calibrate the loss models used in 716 

the design phase. The detailed loss analysis from CFD provides good information for loss 717 

model evaluation since it has better spatial resolutions and is less expensive than 718 

experimental studies. 719 

  720 
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NOMENCLATURE 721 
 722 
Roman symbols 723 

𝐶  Dissipation coefficient 

𝐶  Specific heat capacity at constant pressure 

DRVTLE 𝜕 𝑟𝑉 /𝜕𝑚 at the leading edge 

𝐷  Velocity gradient tensor 

𝐻  Helicity  

𝑘 Thermal conductivity 

𝑘  Turbulent thermal conductivity 

𝑚  Percentage meridional distance 

𝑁  Number of blades 

𝑝     Pressure 

𝑃𝑟  Turbulent Prandtl number 

Q Q-criterion 

𝑟 Radius 

𝑟𝑉  Circumferentially averaged bound circulation 

𝑟𝑉∗ Non-dimensional 𝑟𝑉  

�̇� Entropy generation rate 

𝑆   Rate of strain tensor 
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𝑇 Static temperature 

𝑢 Velocity 

𝑊 Meridional velocity 

𝑥 Streamwise direction 

𝑦 Direction normal to boundary layer 

𝑦  Non-dimensional wall distance 

 724 
Greek symbols 725 
 726 

𝛿 Boundary layer thickness 

𝜀  Projected density gradient 

𝜃 Circumferential direction 

𝜇 Dynamic viscosity 

𝜇  Turbulent viscosity 

𝜌 Density 

𝜏  Shear stress tensor 

𝛺  Vorticity tensor 

 727 
Superscript 728 
 729 

± Blade pressure/suction surface 

′ Fluctuating component 
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  ̅ Average value 

 730 
Subscript 731 
 732 
LE Blade leading edge 

𝑣𝑜𝑙 Volume 

  733 
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Table Caption List 816 
 817 

Table 1 Geometry of the Eckardt ‘A’ impeller 

Table 2 Mesh sensitivity study for the Eckardt ‘A’ impeller 

Table 3 Geometry of the ‘SRV2AB’ impeller 

Table 4 Mesh sensitivity study for SRV2AB impeller 

Table 5 Optimization inputs, objectives and constraints 
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Table 1. Geometry of the Eckardt ‘A’ impeller 819 
 820 

Number of blades Z 20 
Impeller diameter D2 400 [mm] 

Impeller outlet width b2 26 [mm] 
Inlet shroud radius r1s 140[mm] 

Axial length l 130 [mm] 
Tip Clearance 0.8 – 0.25 [mm] 

Inlet blade angle at tip β1t 63 [degree] 
Outlet blade angle β2 30 [degree] 

 821 
822 
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Table 2. Mesh sensitivity study for the Eckardt ‘A’ impeller 823 
 824 

 
Mesh 

Elements 
[million] 

Yplus 
[-] 

�̇� 
[W/K] 

PR 
[-] 

Coarse 2.2 <5 1.781 1.841 
Medium 4.2 <3 1.898 1.843 
Medium 

Fine 
6.2 <3 1.940 1.844 

Fine 9.0 <3 1.957 1.844 
 825 

826 
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Table 3. Geometry of the ‘SRV2AB’ impeller 827 
 828 

Number of blades Z 13 (full) + 13 
(splitter) 

Impeller diameter D2 224 [mm] 
Impeller outlet width b2 8.7 [mm] 
Inlet shroud radius r1s 78[mm] 

Axial length l 130 [mm] 
Tip Clearance 0.5 – 0.3 [mm] 

Inlet blade angle at tip β1t 63.5 [degree] 
Outlet blade angle β2 52 [degree] 

 829 
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Table 4. Mesh sensitivity study for SRV2AB impeller 830 
 831 

 
Mesh 

Elements 
[million] 

Yplus 
[-] 

�̇� 
[W/K] 

PR 
[-] 

Coarse 2.3 <25 2.882 2.586 
Medium 3.9 <4 4.143 2.566 
Medium 

Fine 5.4 <2 4.448 2.575 

Fine 9.6 <1 4.608 2.598 
Very Fine 13.1 <1 4.719 2.615 

 832 
833 
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Table 5: Optimization inputs, objectives and constraints 834 
 835 

Variables Range 
NChub 0.2 - 0.4 
NDhub 0.6 - 0.9 

SLOPEhub 0.5 - 1.75 
DRVThub -0.5 - 0.5 

NCshr 0.2 - 0.4 
NDshr 0.6 - 0.9 

SLOPEshr -0.25 - 0.5 
DRVTshr -0.5 - 0 
Stacking -5 - 5 [deg] 

Constraints  

Throat ±1% 
Diffusion Ratio 1.5 - 1.74 

Objectives  
Profile loss Minimize 

Secondary flow factor Minimize 
 836 

837 
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Figure Captions List 838 
 839 

Fig. 1 Comparison of wall-normal profiles of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 

rate estimated by different techniques (Zaripov et al. [19]) 

Fig. 2 Computational domain and impeller mesh detail of Eckardt impeller A, 

left: domain; right: impeller mesh on blade and hub. 

Fig. 3 Comparison of predicted and measured total to total stage pressure ratio 

versus corrected massflow for Eckardt impeller A 

Fig. 4 Calculated impeller entropy generation rate versus mesh size for Eckardt 

impeller A 

Fig. 5 Comparison of predicted and measured total to total stage pressure ratio 

versus corrected massflow for SRV2AB impeller 

Fig. 6 Calculated impeller entropy generation rate versus mesh size for SRV2AB 

impeller 

Fig. 7 Shock identification for Eckardt impeller A at 6.73 kg/s, left: shock zone; 

right: 95% span Mach number distribution in blade-to-blade view. 

Fig. 8 Boundary layer identification for Eckardt impeller A at 5.31 kg/s, left: 

boundary layer zone (below 50% span); right: 50% span turbulence eddy 

dissipation distribution in blade-to-blade view. 

Fig. 9 Secondary flow identification for Eckardt impeller A at 5.31 kg/s, upper: 

contour of velocity invariant Q; middle: 3D streamlines colored by 

entropy, lower: secondary flow zone. 
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Fig. 10 Tip leakage flow identification for Eckardt impeller A at 5.31 kg/s, left: 3D 

streamlines colored by turbulence kinetic energy, right: tip leakage flow 

zone. 

Fig. 11 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by production terms) versus 

corrected masslfow for Eckardt impeller A 

Fig. 12 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected 

massflow for Eckardt impeller A 

Fig. 13 The blade loading parameters used in TURBOdesign1 

Fig. 14 Profile loss against secondary flow factor in optimization 

Fig. 15 Loading distribution on hub and shroud blade surface for the optimized 

design 

Fig. 16 CFD predicted performance of the optimized design at 14,000 rpm in 

comparison to Eckhardt impeller A, left: total-to-total pressure ratio 

versus flowrate; right: total-to-total isentropic efficiency versus flowrate. 

Fig. 17 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by production terms) versus 

corrected massflow for the optimized design (subsonic) 

Fig. 18 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected 

massflow for the optimized design (subsonic) 

Fig. 19 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) at 5.31kg/s for the 

Eckardt impeller A and the optimized design (14k rpm) 

Fig. 20 Contour of velocity invariant Q for the optimized design at 5.31 kg/s 
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Fig. 21 Loading distribution on hub, midspan and shroud of the main and splitter 

blade for the optimized design (Zangeneh et al. [31]) 

Fig. 22 CFD predicted performance of the optimized design in comparison to 

SRV2AB impeller, left: total-to-total pressure ratio versus flowrate; right: 

total-to-total isentropic efficiency versus flowrate. 

Fig. 23 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by production terms) versus 

corrected massflow for the SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design 

(40k rpm), left: SRV2AB, right: Optimized Design. 

Fig. 24 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected 

massflow for the SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design (40k rpm), 

left: SRV2AB, right: Optimized Design. 

Fig. 25 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected 

massflow for the SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design (50k rpm), 

left: SRV2AB, right: Optimized Design. 

Fig. 26 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) at 2.7kg/s for the 

SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design (50k rpm) 

Fig. 27 Shock identification for SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design at 2.7 

kg/s, left: SRV2AB; right: Optimized Design (50k rpm). 

 840 
 841 
 842 
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 843 
Fig. 1 Comparison of wall-normal profiles of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate 844 

estimated by different techniques (Zaripov et al. [19]) 845 
  846 
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 847 
Fig. 2 Computational domain and impeller mesh detail of Eckardt impeller A, left: 848 

domain; right: impeller mesh on blade and hub. 849 
  850 
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 851 
Fig. 3 Comparison of predicted and measured total to total stage pressure ratio versus 852 

corrected massflow for Eckardt impeller A 853 
  854 
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 855 
Fig. 4 Calculated impeller entropy generation rate versus mesh size for Eckardt 856 

impeller A 857 
  858 
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 859 
Fig. 5 Comparison of predicted and measured total to total stage pressure ratio versus 860 

corrected massflow for SRV2AB impeller 861 
  862 
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 863 
Fig. 6 Calculated impeller entropy generation rate versus mesh size for SRV2AB 864 

impeller 865 
  866 
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 867 
Fig. 7 Shock identification for Eckardt impeller A at 6.73 kg/s, left: shock zone; right: 868 

95% span Mach number distribution in blade-to-blade view. 869 
  870 
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 871 
Fig. 8 Boundary layer identification for Eckardt impeller A at 5.31 kg/s, left: boundary 872 

layer zone (below 50% span); right: 50% span turbulence eddy dissipation distribution in 873 
blade-to-blade view. 874 

  875 
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 876 
Fig. 9 Secondary flow identification for Eckardt impeller A at 5.31 kg/s, upper: contour 877 

of velocity invariant Q; middle: 3D streamlines colored by entropy, lower: secondary 878 
flow zone. 879 

  880 
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 881 
Fig. 10 Tip leakage flow identification for Eckardt impeller A at 5.31 kg/s, left: 3D 882 

streamlines colored by turbulence kinetic energy, right: tip leakage flow zone. 883 
  884 
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 885 
Fig. 11 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by production terms) versus corrected 886 

masslfow for Eckardt impeller A 887 
  888 
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 889 
Fig. 12 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected massflow for 890 

Eckardt impeller A 891 
  892 
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 893 
Fig. 13 The blade loading parameters used in TURBOdesign1 894 

  895 
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 896 
Fig. 14 Profile loss against secondary flow factor in optimization 897 

  898 
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 899 
Fig. 15 Loading distribution on hub and shroud blade surface for the optimized design 900 

  901 
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 902 
Fig. 16 CFD predicted performance of the optimized design at 14,000 rpm in comparison 903 
to Eckhardt impeller A, left: total-to-total pressure ratio versus flowrate; right: total-to-904 

total isentropic efficiency versus flowrate. 905 
  906 
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 907 
Fig. 17 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by production terms) versus corrected 908 

massflow for the optimized design (subsonic) 909 
  910 
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 911 
Fig. 18 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected massflow for 912 

the optimized design (subsonic) 913 
  914 
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 915 
Fig. 19 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) at 5.31kg/s for the Eckardt 916 

impeller A and the optimized design (14k rpm) 917 
  918 
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 919 
Fig. 20 Contour of velocity invariant Q for the optimized design at 5.31 kg/s 920 

  921 
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 922 
Fig. 21 Loading distribution on hub, midspan and shroud of the main and splitter blade 923 

for the optimized design (Zangeneh et al. [31]) 924 
  925 
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 926 
Fig. 22 CFD predicted performance of the optimized design in comparison to SRV2AB 927 

impeller, left: total-to-total pressure ratio versus flowrate; right: total-to-total isentropic 928 
efficiency versus flowrate. 929 
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 931 
Fig. 23 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by production terms) versus corrected 932 
massflow for the SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design (40k rpm), left: SRV2AB, 933 

right: Optimized Design. 934 
  935 
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 936 
Fig. 24 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected massflow for 937 
the SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design (40k rpm), left: SRV2AB, right: Optimized 938 

Design. 939 
  940 
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 941 
Fig. 25 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) versus corrected massflow for 942 
the SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design (50k rpm), left: SRV2AB, right: Optimized 943 

Design. 944 
  945 
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 946 
Fig. 26 Entropy generation rate (decomposed by sources) at 2.7kg/s for the SRV2AB 947 

impeller and the optimized design (50k rpm) 948 
  949 
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 950 
Fig. 27 Shock identification for SRV2AB impeller and the optimized design at 2.7 kg/s, 951 

left: SRV2AB; right: Optimized Design (50k rpm). 952 


